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TRUTH ABOUT TONY

v Traveling Minister’s Son from Bartow, Florida

v Impoverished childhood; homeless shelters 
and living out of cars

v Enlisted in the Army, focusing on Intel, and became one of the first cyber 
deployers to Iraq; Relied upon ability to innovate to exploit adversary 
communications and to save US lives

v Hand-picked by DIRNSA – General Keith Alexander – to be the face of NSA 
as a briefer of nearly all visitors to NSA to include Congressmen, 
Governors, Cabinet Officials and Presidential Staff

v Separated from Army and founded VOR Technology – to push the 
boundaries of technology – particularly in cyberspace and outerspace



MATTER OF RECORD (AND RECORDS MATTER!)
NCO	EVALUATION	REPORT

LAWRENCE,	ANTHONY	L. LAWRENCE,	 ANTHONY	 L.
NCO	EVALUATION	 REPORT

Serves	on	General	Keith	B.	Alexander’s	staff	as	primary	Corporate	briefer…responsible
for	the	management	and	delivery	of	the	official	mission	overview	given	to	senior
U.S.	military	flag	officers,	members	of	the	Presidential	Staff,	members	of	Congress..

Provide	real-time	Intelligence	Support	to	Operation	IRAQI	FREEDOM

Epitome	of	Selfless	Service,	Volunteered	for	Combat	Deployment



VOR TECHNOLOGY

v Established in 2012, VOR Technology is an award-winning, 
top-rated small business with over 200 employees and over 
100 active consultants and subcontractors

v We are facing the reality – head on – that current 
methodologies in cyber defense, while sophisticated, are 
inadequate to protect national treasure from our adversaries

v As a leader in the research and development of next 
generation security solutions, our team of world-class, 
forward-thinking engineers and physicists are moving forward 
to develop the definitive (unbreakable) communications 
security solution



SAD TRUTH is – Snowden was proven to 
have doctored his performance evaluations 
and obtained new positions at NSA by 
exaggerating his resume.

CLAIM: - Worked as a Senior Advisor at CIAXCLAIM: - He obtained a high school 
equivalency degree
CLAIM: - Left Basic Training because of 

BROKEN legs
TRUTH: Was a LOW-Level computer tech.XXTRUTH: NEVER earned HS EquivalencyTRUTH: WASHED out of basic training 
because of SHIN SPLINTS, not broken legs

LIES                       
v The House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence 

(HPSCI) wrote he (Snowden) “perpetrated the largest and most 
damaging public release of classified information in U.S. 
intelligence history.”

v Snowden’s entire body of action confirms him as a liar 
and a classic underachiever:



THE TRUTH ABOUT HIS LIES

v The reality is – the  public narrative employed by Snowden and his supporters is, 
according to the 2016 HPSCI report, “rife with falsehoods, exaggerations, and crucial 
omissions, a pattern  that began before he stole 1.5 million sensitive documents.”

v The absolute truths about Snowden’s disclosures: 

a.) Labeled himself a privacy advocate and whistle blower.  Truth is – 99% 
OF WHAT HE REVEALED HAD NOTHING TO DO WITH PRIVACY OF U.S. 
PERSONS, rather it divulged details and sources and methods on U.S. 
efforts to understand our foreign adversaries’ intentions

c.) His actions cost U.S. taxpayers hundreds of millions of dollars in 
efforts to mitigate the damage he caused

b.) He had little or NO UNDERSTANDING of the numerous privacy 
protections that govern the activities of NSA, nor an understanding of the 
discretion NSA uses to ensure the constitutional lawfulness of any 
program or operation



CYBER EVOLUTION – AN UNTENABLE
REALITY FOR THE DEFENSE

Evolution of the Internet

v 1995 – 16 Million Users, Communications Platform

v 2000 – 300 Million Users, E-Commerce & Social Media Emerging

v 2018 – 4 Billion + Users, Mobile Platforms, Internet of Things, 
Intellectual and Economic Treasure, Command and Control
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INCREMENTAL STEPS 
ARE NOT SUFFICIENT

Incremental Steps = Always Playing Catch-Up

v Attack surface continues to grown with proliferation of mobile platforms 
and emergent growth of lot

v Adversaries too talented, too resourced, and too motivated to defend against

v ONLY REALITY IS – BAD ACTORS WILL FIND A WAY IN



CYBER DEFENSE REVOLUTION
FLIPPING THE PARADIGM

Exponential Progress – Solving the Problem

v Quantum Communications Technology is our GAMECHANGER

v Implemented and applied properly – it is unbreakable, both today and tomorrow



VOR TECHNOLOGY

SITE	MOORES	 LAW
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QUANTUM COMMUNICATION ARE THE 
ANSWER – BUT, THE US IS LAGGING

CHINA IS LEADING THE WAY
…BY A LOT!



DIGGING DEEPER ON CHINA AND QUANTUM

vEstimated that Chinese investment in Quantum and AI over the last 
decade outpaces the US investment by 30x.

v That investment has spiked since 2013, when, coincidentally 
(NOT!), this guy divulged in some detail the successes US intel 
has had infiltrating and exploiting critical  Chinese systems



THE QUANTUM – CHINA REALITY
MUST DEAL WITH

v Launched the world’s first Quantum Communications satellite – Micius – in 
2016

v In September 2017, China activated the first long-distance quantum 
communication landline, connecting the capital city of China with the 
coastal city of Shanghai over a distance of more than 1,200 miles 

v On the same day they placed the world’s first quantum encrypted 
video call – covering almost 5,000 miles from Beijing to Vienna 



VOR TECHNOLOGY



THE WAY AHEAD

v WE ARE BEHIND – but it is not too late if we take action now

v It cannot just be a government initiative; while the National Quantum 
Initiative Act is a start – the $1.275 B allocated over five years pales in 
comparison to the Chinese investment!

v In the cybersecurity community, we often talk about ‘Team 
Cyber’ and the ‘Cyber Security Collective.’ We need to 
apply that approach to Quantum – and put it on steroids!



THE QUANTUM COLLECTIVE

Government Academia Private SectorPrivate Investors



GOVERNMENT’S ROLE

vLead by example

v Continue investing deeply in Quantum research and development

v Ensure evolution of policy to support the development and 
implementation of both current and next generation technology

v Be more open and collaborative than ever before

v Invest more in STEM education- from K-12 all the way through advanced 
degrees and continuing professional education



PRIVATE SECTOR’S ROLE

v Invest more in R&D, particularly focused on Quantum than ever before

v Invest in continuing education of employees in all things STEM

v Collaborate more openly across the technology sector

v Seek more opportunities to partner with the USG

v Mobilize long-term private finance for sustainable development

v Ensure their IP is protected from our adversaries



ACADEMIA’S ROLE

v Develop the next generation of STEM Leaders

v Leverage labs to bridge the theoretical and the practical

v Leverage the lack of a ‘bottom-line’ to look further into the future than the 
next deliverable 

v Share openly and broadly with both the public and private sectors



PRIVATE INVESTORS ROLE

v Easy sell – much of the potential investment money was made by getting                                       
in on the front-end of new technologies – and this is the ultimate opportunity

v Venture Capital is needed to put jet fuel on the private sector 
R&D, Training and Production in Quantum Communications

v Propel the U.S. onto equal footing in the Quantum Communications world



CLOSING

Questions?
CONTACT

Scott Anderson
sanderson@vor-tech.com

443-864-5006



FORTNITE SLIDE

PS4 Username: 
VORTECH7050


